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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce the K-Culture Time Machine Project,
which develops a mobile AR platform for visualizing time-space connected
cultural contents of Korea. Existing AR Applications in cultural heritage
domains are currently not interoperable and cannot reuse content. To solve this
problem, we developed the modified AR reference model as generic framework
of a context-aware AR platform; and we developed the context-aware AR
platform with several core technologies according to this model. For back-end,
we established the Korean Cultural Heritage Data Model (KCHDM) to aggre-
gate the heterogeneous cultural heritage databases in Korea. We also developed
the semi-auto time-space correlation generation module for domain experts.
Moreover, we developed the authoring tool to generate the time-space connected
AR contents. For the front-end, we developed the vision- and sensor-based
spatial data composition technology to perform the solid tracking in outdoor
environment and context-aware AR framework. Through the UI/UX and 3D
contents, whole technologies are packaged into the mobile AR platform. As a
validation process for the application, a mobile AR application for the Korean
world cultural heritage was developed. Based on this project, an interoperable
AR platform that responds with heterogeneous database would be developed
and smart tour guide of the cultural heritage site would be possible.

Keywords: Augmented reality � Cultural heritage domain � Context-aware �
Authoring tool � K-Culture time machine project

1 Introduction

ICT (information and communications technology) has changed the mechanisms of
museums and their heritage. We are now facing the era of the digital museum and
digital heritage and numerous augmented reality (AR) applications in the cultural
heritage domain. However, difficulties on the aggregating heterogeneous databases and
the interoperability of the applications have impeded this new trend.
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To overcome the issue of cultural heritage domain, we have worked with the
K-Culture Time Machine project. In this project, we aggregated the heterogeneous
cultural heritage databases and developed a context-aware AR platform based on this
integration. After we introduced the progress of first year in this project [1], we con-
tinued in the second year toward a mobile-AR platform. Because mobile devices
enables user mobility with reduced computation power, we have to solve the user
localization issues in an outdoor environment with optimized algorithm and have to
design the context-aware AR applications in a mobile platform.

To develop the interoperable context-aware AR platform, we designed the modified
AR reference model as a blueprint of this project [2]. The modified AR reference model
describes the generic workflow of the context-aware AR platform based on the MAR
(Mixed Augmented Reality) reference model of ISO standard proposal [3]. According
to the modified AR reference model, we have worked for the data aggregation process
in the back-end, and have developed the mobile AR framework in the front-end.

Through the K-Culture Time Machine project, we expect to achieve several con-
tributions. First, Korean Cultural Heritage Data Model (KCHDM), which is data
aggregation method for heterogeneous databases in Korean cultural heritage, is a major
contribution. Through this model, we expect our data model to be extended to the
East-Asia Chinese character cultural area. Next, providing the context-aware AR
platform in the cultural heritage domain guarantees interoperability and reusability. The
modified AR reference will suggest the blueprint of the context-aware AR applications.
To support these contributions, we performed standardization of these achievements.
Through the standardized AR platform, compatibility and reusability of the AR
applications and contents will be improved.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, the technical explanation for
each core technology in K-culture Time Machine Project is described. In Sect. 3, we
introduce the prototype of the project and plans for the third year of the project.

2 K-Culture Time Machine with Modified AR Reference
Model

As mentioned above, we developed the modified AR reference model as a structure of
the project (See Fig. 1). Compared with original MAR reference model ISO standard,
this modified model handles the interaction with the user and enhanced context-aware
features. According to the AR reference model, we developed the mobile AR frame-
work for the K-Culture Time Machine [4] and core technologies that are classified into
two parts: back-end for integrated database and front-end for context-aware AR plat-
form. Though the integration of these technologies, a context-aware mobile AR
framework that embraces heterogeneous databases is completed.

In addition to platform development, we have been working on the standardization
of our platform to disseminate the context-aware AR applications. Our ontological
database aggregation method [5] and metadata schema of AR contents [6] were
approved as domestic standards in 2015. Furthermore, the metadata schema for AR
contents is currently prepared as international standard with MAR reference model.
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Through these efforts, commercialization of the AR technology could be accelerated
and ecosystem of the AR technology could be enlarged.

2.1 Back-End: Integrated Cultural Heritage Database Establishment

To support AR visualizations for cultural heritage, AR contents qualified with the
historical records have to be generated. Although there have been several efforts to
digitize the Korean cultural heritage information [7], these databases remain hetero-
geneous. To integrate these heterogeneous databases, we constructed the mediating
ontological data model, KCHDM. After that, time-space correlations among the entities
are generated with the pattern recognition analysis. Finally, the authoring tools create
the time-space connected AR contents based on these correlated entities. Detailed
explanations for core technology in back-end follow.

Korea Cultural Heritage Data Model (KCHDM). As data from cultural heritage
vary in terms of type and properties, integrating cultural heritage databases from dif-
ferent institutions becomes a key issue in the cultural heritage domain. To achieve this
goal, establishing a mediating ontology with the semantic relationships of the cultural
heritage entity is the current trend. In Korea, each heritage institution has different goals
and policy in collecting data, and their different metadata schema give rise to inter-
operability difficulties. To solve this issue, we developed the Korean Cultural Heritage
Data Model (KCHDM). KCHDM aims at becoming an integration medium for col-
lecting and connecting cultural heritage information provided by different institutions
[8]. Therefore, constructing this data model is fundamental to the heritage data
infrastructure for a semantic cultural heritage information hub in Korea.

Fig. 1. Modified AR reference model. Blue boxes are originated from original MAR reference
model (Color figure online).
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KCHDM has concentrated on providing interoperability among heterogeneous
heritage datasets and linking individual instances via semantic relationships. The main
reference of the model is the Conceptual Model CIDOC-CRM, a domain ontology of
heritage. Figure 2 shows the structure of our ontology model. It includes five super-
classes, their instances and their properties. Superclasses provide contextual informa-
tion and properties show relations among instances.

To improve the semantic relationship of heritage data, more precise and rich
metadata and an ontology based data model are needed. The challenge is to fill these
instances of data modeling with actual information from every heritage resource. The
semantic relations that are needed for ontology generation are found mostly in text
sources. In the description part of the text resource, we can find semantic patterns and
the related corpus that contains information on the semantic relationship. To generate
instances of KCHDM, the definition of corpus pattern and extraction algorithm were
applied. To derive semantic patterns from analyzed description text resources using a
corpus, three phases are followed (See Fig. 3). The first phase is to parse the
description text. From this, domain professionals extract semantic patterns that can
explain relationships among specific resources to others. The second phase is to
abstract the semantic patterns. Synonyms that have been found by domain profes-
sionals can be composed in the thesaurus library of KCHDM. After that, needless
prepositions and conjunctions are removed to merge the corpuses into a same-meaning
corpus. All words and related phrases that can represent certain semantic relations must
be grouped by similar semantic relations and added to the ontology class of KCHDM.
The third phase is to define pattern principles. These principles will be applied to the
phase of mapping the raw heritage corpus to the KCHDM ontology classes and
properties. As a result, semantic patterns can be used to generate every possible
instance of KCHDM. These patterns are used in the process of mapping the raw
heritage database to the KCHDM ontology using the semantic pattern principle.

Fig. 2. KCHDM Ontology Model
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Time-Space Correlation Generation Technique. Although we have established the
KCHDM ontology with the semantic pattern extraction, filling every correlation
property between the entities in KCHDM ontology is still a challenge. Generating the
detailed levels of time-space correlation in KCHDM ontology has to be performed by
domain experts. With only a few experts, whole entities of the Korean cultural heritage
cannot be correlated. Therefore, we developed semi-auto process module that provides
rough correlation between entities to support the experts (See Fig. 4).

In this module, every Korean description of cultural heritage in a raw database is
processed by morpheme analysis. Through the morpheme analysis, named entities such
as specific objects, events, or technical terms are extracted. Some of the simple cor-
relations between specific entities are determined in this process. For the complex
correlations, only relevancies between entities are statistically calculated with Pearson’s
correlation coefficient to support the domain expert. In this process, frequency of the
term and relation between sentences become dominant factors for relevance.

Fig. 3. KCHDM Semantic Pattern Analysis and Mapping Process

Fig. 4. Time-Space correlation generation process
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AR Authoring Tool. As a channel for user participation to establish the AR contents
ecosystems for sustainable service, we have been working on a 3D map-based content
authoring tool framework and interface. Previous studies on AR authoring tools present
the possibility of easy interaction during the authoring process. However, many issues
such as usability, utility, data interaction, visualization and interactivity remain. To
solve these issues and to provide easily approachable tools, we have focused on the
nonprofessional, online, dynamic authoring tool. In addition, for efficient expression of
the virtual reality that contains the character, connectivity and arrangement of content,
we adapt a 3D map as a base platform Fig. 5.

The AR authoring tool is divided into two parts: the authoring tool and the AR
contents database. The authoring tool controls collected data through several types of
media and generates the AR contents. The raw data retrieved from the related database
are exploited in the authoring tool. Then the user designates the location of the aug-
mentation of the data through the 3D map, and assigns the interaction of each aug-
mented data. Through this process, raw data converted into the AR contents and AR
contents database manages the AR contents generated from the authoring tool. To
manage the AR contents, location information, object information and meta informa-
tion of the content are tracked. The authoring tool and AR contents database are
interlocked, and the AR contents can be shared by multiple users for diverse uses.

2.2 Front-End: Mobile AR Platform Development

After the AR contents are generated from the back-end, the visualization process of the
AR contents is performed in front-end. In the spatial data composition module, accurate
user localization in outdoor environment is made. Based on the robust tracking, the AR
framework provides the visualization of the AR contents. On the other hand, the
context-aware module analyzes the user context based on the sensor data. Finally,
whole front-end modules are provided to the user with the UI/UX; and contents and the
enhanced experience are provided to the user.

Fig. 5. Framework of the AR authoring tool
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Vision- and Sensor-Based Spatial Data Composition. Integration between physical
reality and virtual reality is core of the AR visualization. In this respect, tracking is the
essential part of the AR. To support cultural heritage AR applications, tracking in the
outdoor environment has to be supported. Enabling robust outdoor tracking is the most
significant problem of current AR research.

The scope of AR environments has expanded from local 2D patterns to global 3D
spaces. The latest research attempts to enlarge the operating environment of AR. But
the state-of-the-art in this research area is still limited in scale expandability and data
reusability for dynamic scene changes. Therefore, in this project we proposed the
concept to build and maintain a large-scale AR outdoor workspace which can manage
dynamic scene changes, and provide accurate and stable user camera localization and
tracking.

The proposed system consists of three functionalities: (1) creating the AR dataset;
(2) maintaining the AR dataset; and (3) supporting AR visualization. Figure 6 shows
the overall procedure of our approach.

Feature-Based 3D Point Dataset Creation. In order to provide an accurate and robust
6-DoF (Degree-of-Freedom) camera pose to user, we applied keyframe-based 3D point
reconstruction method. By the feature point-based SfM (Structure-from-Motion) and
bundle adjustment [9], 3D point cloud and keyframes are created. Each keyframe has
relative pose ðRjtÞ from the local coordinate system and the 3D point P has its local 3D
coordinate x; y; zð Þ.
Maintaining the 3D Reference Dataset. To provide robust tracking under a variety of
dynamic scene changes (e.g. geometrical, seasonal, light condition changes) we pro-
posed a maintaining algorithm for the 3D reference dataset. This algorithm exploits
feature matching information by users. When user attempts nth image matching with
the pi in the reference dataset, a reference point pi get a score information by
re-projection error Eref , then the maintaining process saves this information in linked
queue Qði; nÞ as in (1). After that, if the linked queue is full, the maintaining process
decides termination or addition of the pi as in (2).

Fig. 6. Overall procedure of dataset management concept for outdoor AR.
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if Q i; nð Þ ¼; 1Eref\ w; or Q i; nð Þ ¼ 0 if Eref � w ð1Þ
X

Q i; jð Þ= n \ dthresh ð2Þ

Supporting AR Visualization. Accurate 6-DoF camera pose is calculated by matching
2D images with modified 3D point dataset. This module calculates 3D to 2D corre-
spondence to find optimal pose of camera. This pose matrix also used estimating user
self-localization information.

Mobile AR Framework. To perform the actual visualization process of the AR
contents, we developed a mobile AR/VR framework that can convert interchangeably
from 2D map view and AR/VR view based on the actual user location and point of
interest (PoI). In this framework, we assumed that the user wants to retrieve the
information related with PoI such as “where is PoI” or “what is PoI.” A user located far
away from a given PoI will receive the location of the PoI from the system. PoI
location’s information on the 2D map enables users to easily find routes and approach
PoI. When the user approaches the region of interest (RoI) where many PoI are located,
the system converts to AR/VR view displaying the information of PoI’s location that is
a three dimensional point. Based on that, users can access the PoI’s information
retrieved from the integrated data.

The idea behind the PoI’s information display is to provide additional information to
the user about a selected Point of Interest. The above-mentioned KCDHM ontology
serves as a knowledge base of our application. The user is able to see the textual
description and the corresponding multimedia content (e.g. images, videos, audio
sound) of a Point of Interest, among other things. The related POIs that represent
objects, events, places, actors or times can also be seen by means of the mobile
application. The entities of the knowledge have been interlinked; therefore, the users
are enabled to discover the whole dataset starting from a selected POI. Due to this
solution, the information displaying can be considered as a knowledge base browser
that can contribute to the exploration of the Korean cultural heritage.

Context-Aware Features. To provide the smart AR guidance, we studied the
context-awareness for the AR environment. Providing appropriate multimedia AR
contents while considering user context is a goal. Much research provides the new
media experience using multimedia resources in an Augmented Reality environment
[10, 11]. However, most have not considered necessary context of related objects in AR
environment. For example, they have used only limited context such as location and
simple user profile [12, 13], and the simplest context-reasoning model such as
key-value for user-centric service [14, 15]. Therefore, we have indicated the issue and
designed 5W1H (Who, When, Where, What, How, Why) metadata schema to provide
the new multimedia service in AR environment [16].

In the context-aware feature module, using the metadata integrates the context of
places where multimedia content is displayed, users who consume the content and
content that is provided through the AR framework. From the combined context, based
on the 5W1H metadata schema, it infers the user’s preference and situation and pro-
vides adaptive ubiquitous media service.
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As the first stage of context-aware AR multimedia service, context-aware video
service is being implemented. This module uses metadata from three classes such as
AR Content class, Media Asset class and PoI class. AR Content class includes bibli-
ographic data of video collected from ‘IMDb’(Internet Movie Database) by web
crawling (See Fig. 7). In PoI class, the GPS data and the name of the filming location
addresses are stored using map API. In Media Asset class, we use GPS, Camera height
(Altitude), Compass, and Gyro metadata of a video clip to guide the user to the
shooting position where the video clip was filmed and order metadata to provide the
experience of following the story based on the filming locations. Usually, because
video clips do not have this kind of metadata, this part should be manually inserted to
the database table.

UI/UX & Contents. For the appropriate interaction with users, the UI of the mobile
application has to be designed for the visualization of the culture heritage information
and AR interaction. Meanwhile, the UI must present the overall structure of the inte-
grated ontology and support tour guide service with dynamic interactivity. To fulfill
these demands, the main concept of the UI is determined to be a “time machine” so that
users can experience past times of the cultural heritage site through the augmentation of
related AR contents. In addition to this concept, information about the cultural heritage
is not offered independently, but is shown with related heritage (See Fig. 8). Therefore,

Fig. 7. Context-aware AR service based on the AR applications metadata

Fig. 8. User Interface for the K-Culture Time Machine project
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users can see related object, related person, related place and related event of the
heritage through this UI.

Moreover, to provide the enhanced experience to users, various types of contents
have to be used. However, handling 3D model and movie requires sufficient compu-
tation power and network bandwidth. Therefore we developed optimized 3D models
and movies for the mobile platform. In this the process, number of polygon used in the
model is reduced and the texture composition is modified to reduce the size and
processing time of the contents.

3 Prototype and Third Year Plan

Based on the AR platform we have been developing, we built the mobile AR appli-
cations for cultural heritages of Seoul as a prototype. In this application, several PoIs of
the central historical places in Seoul are covered. In this application, dynamic data
retrieval from the existing cultural heritage database is performed based on the
KCHDM. After that, AR and VR visualize the data in the application. In AR visual-
ization, sensor-based user localization and 3D PoI detection is made. To overcome the
spatial limitation of AR requiring the user to be located near the PoI and to relieve the
unstable tracking technology, we developed 360° panorama video-based VR module.
Using this VR module, users can experience the AR contents in any place without
tracking.

Figure 9 shows the screenshot of the time machine feature that enables the user to
experience the past view of the cultural heritage site, using AR visualization. When the
application recognizes the PoI in the camera stream data, it then accesses the existing
cultural heritage database to find the related contents. Within the data, there can be
several historical heritages that show the past of the PoI. Then, the application overlays
the heritage site for specific times that selected by user on the PoI.

Fig. 9. Screenshot of the K-Culture Time Machine application
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For the evaluation, we plan to open the trial service for the cultural heritage of
Seoul in April of 2016, when usability testing will be performed. Through this trail
service, evaluation of the user guidance, comparison between the contents delivery
media (AR/VR, several type of media asset) and suggestions on the context-aware
features will be made.

In the third year of this project, we plan to develop the wearable AR platform for
cultural heritage. Among the various types of wearable devices, we target the optical
see-through type of wearable glasses as our next platform. Several wearable glasses are
available to the public and will be utilized in this project.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the second year progress of the K-culture time machine
project for context-aware mobile-AR platform. To consolidate the foundation, we
develop and standardize the KCHDM to aggregate heterogeneous databases and AR
contents metadata for visualizing and sharing, in order to establish a reusable and
compatible AR framework. Based on this groundwork, we have developed a
time-space correlation generation technique to provide the basis for the AR visual-
ization, and authoring tool for user participation, the spatial data composition module to
integrate the dual space, a context-aware AR platform to support smart tour guide, and
UI/UX and 3D contents for optimized user interaction according to the platform.

Through this work, we developed the interoperable AR service in the cultural
heritage domain. For the heterogeneous raw database, we developed the standardized
aggregation data model. Moreover, we developed the modified AR reference model
and the AR content metadata for AR visualizations. Our work guarantees reusability
and compatibility. In addition, we made the AR authoring tool for user participation to
establish the AR contents ecosystems. This authoring tool will support the sustainable
service with user-generated contents.

For the third year, we target the optical see-through wearable device as our next
platform and will concentrate on the users’ convenience of service. During the third
year, we expect that more a reliable and smart service for the cultural heritage sites will
be made.
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